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Revelstoke Propane Portfolio



REQUESTOR NAME: BC Sustainable Energy Association 

INFORMATION REQUEST ROUND NO: 1 

TO: FortisBC Energy Inc. 

DATE: October 3, 2019 

PROJECT NO: 1599033 

APPLICATION NAME: FortisBC Energy Inc. Revelstoke Propane Portfolio 
Cost Amalgamation Application 

 

1.0 Topic: Remedy requested 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1 

1.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that “Option 1 (Equal Natural Gas 
and Propane Cost Recovery)” is the proposal for which FEI seeks 
Commission approval in this Application. 

1.2 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that sections 1, 2, 3.1, 4, 5 and 6 of 
the Application are based on Option 1 only, and sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 
are based on Option 1 and 2, as set out in the following table: 
 

Based on Option 1 only Based on Option 1 and 2 

1. Introduction and Approvals Sought  

2. Commodity Rate Stability is in the 
Public Interest 

 

3.1 Changes to Accounting Treatment of 
Propane Supply Costs 

 

 3.2 Changes to Commodity Rate Setting 
for Revelstoke Customers 

 3.3 Midstream (Storage and Transport) 
Rate Impact to FEI’s Natural Gas 
Customers 

 3.4 Comparison of Options 

4. Forecast Load Growth and Impacts on 
the Revelstoke Distribution System 

 

5. Total Bill Impacts to FEI and 
Revelstoke Customers 

 

6. Approvals Sought  

 

2.0 Need and justification 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, p.1; Order C-11-90; Order G-72-90; 
Letter L-39-12 

“When the piped propane system was first introduced to Revelstoke in 1991, it 
was because Revelstoke was located at too great a distance from the natural gas 
distribution system and its forecast load was insufficient to make connection 
economic.”  
 
The Commission’s August 16, 1990 Order C-11-90, Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity to BC Gas Inc. to construct a propane gas 
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distribution system to supply the City of Revelstoke and the surrounding areas 
recites in part:  
 

“WHEREAS BC Gas has been awarded financial contributions from the 
Provincial Government related to this Project...” [underline added] 

 
2.1 Does FEI agree that BC Gas’s Revelstoke piped propane system was first 

introduced it was supported by financial contributions from the Provincial 
Government? 

2.2 Does it remain the case that Revelstoke is located at too great a distance 
from the natural gas distribution system and its forecast load is insufficient 
to make connection economic?  

2.3 For greater certainty, please confirm, or otherwise explain, that none of 
the options for piped natural gas delivery service in Revelstoke – the 
pipeline extension, “CNG virtual pipeline,” or “LNG virtual pipeline” – 
would pass FEI’s system extension test. 

“Although FEI’s customers in Revelstoke are charged the same delivery rate as 
those in other regions across BC (except Fort Nelson), they are charged a 
different cost for energy relative to FEI’s natural gas customers.” [underline 
added, footnote omitted] 
 
2.4 Please provide a reference for the Commission decision or order 

approving FEI’s customers in Revelstoke being charged the same 
delivery rate as FEI’s natural gas customers (except Fort Nelson). If the 
document is not available on the Commission’s website, please provide a 
copy. 

2.5 How does the cost of service for FEI’s customers in Revelstoke compare 
with the cost of service for FEI’s customers in other regions across BC 
(except Fort Nelson)? 

2.6 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that FEI’s Revelstoke customers are 
charged a different cost for their propane commodity than other FEI 
customers are charged for their natural gas commodity due to the 
principle of cost causality: propane and natural gas are different 
commodities and their prices are different.  

“Commodity prices for propane have historically been more volatile and higher 
than natural gas prices on an energy equivalent basis.”  
 
The Commission’s October 4, 1990 Order G-72-90, approving gas tariff rate 
schedules and the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral Account recites in part: 
 

“WHEREAS the use of a deferral account will allow customers to have a 
measure of rate stability during a period of fluctuating propane prices...” 
[underline added] 

 
2.7 Would FEI agree that when the Revelstoke piped propane system was 

proposed and approved in the early 1990s it was well known that 
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commodity prices for propane were higher and more volatile than natural 
gas commodity prices?  

2.8 Does FEI have any reason to anticipate that in the future commodity 
prices for propane will become less volatile and lower, relative to 
commodity prices for natural gas?  

2.8.1 If so, please provide the supporting evidence. 

2.8.2 If not, is the proposal that the cross-subsidy of FEI Revelstoke 
propane customers would continue indefinitely? 

2.9 Would FEI agree that, historically, FEI’s propane commodity charges for 
Revelstoke customers been approved by the Commission even though 
commodity prices for propane have been more volatile and higher than 
natural gas prices on an energy equivalent basis?  

2.9.1 If so, does this mean that, historically, FEI’s propane commodity 
charge for Revelstoke customers have been just and reasonable? 

2.9.2 If not, why not? 

“As a result, Revelstoke propane customers have had less predictable and higher 
energy costs relative to FEI’s natural gas customers.” 
 
2.10 Would FEI agree that Revelstoke piped propane customers have had 

lower rates than they would have had in a counterfactual scenario in 
which their rates covered the cost of extension of the natural gas 
distribution system to Revelstoke? 

“To address this disparity, FEI is applying to amalgamate its propane supply 
portfolio costs with its natural gas supply portfolio costs (the Application).” 
 
2.11 Would FEI agree that under the cost causality principle there is no 

disparity where both FEI’s Revelstoke propane customers and FEI’s 
natural gas customers are charged the cost of the commodity they 
receive from the utility? 

“In this Application, FEI is proposing to amalgamate the Revelstoke propane 
supply costs with the FEI midstream natural gas supply resource costs in the 
Midstream Cost Reconciliation Account (MCRA) and to implement a revised 
propane gas cost rate setting mechanism.”  
 
2.12 Do the Revelstoke propane supply costs currently go to the Commodity 

Cost Regulatory Account (CCRA), as distinct from the Midstream Cost 
Reconciliation Account (MCRA)?  

2.13 Is it still the case that the commodity cost recovery rate is subject to 
quarterly flow through adjustment while, under normal circumstances, the 
midstream cost recovery rates are adjusted on an annual basis with a 
January 1 effective date? [Reference: FortisBC Energy Utilities Common 
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Rates, Amalgamation And Rate Design Application, April 11, 2012, pp.29-
30] 

2.14 For clarity, is it the case that, while the Revelstoke propane supply costs 
currently go to the CCRA and the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate 
is reviewed and potentially adjusted quarterly, the Revelstoke propane 
cost recovery rate is separate from the natural gas cost recovery rate? 

2.15 For clarity, is it the case that the proposal to put the Revelstoke propane 
supply cost into the MCRA, instead of the CCRA, is incidental to the 
substantive proposal that Revelstoke customers would pay the same gas 
cost recovery rate as FEI’s natural gas customers (except Fort Nelson)? 

“The proposed rate setting mechanism will provide Revelstoke customers with 
propane rate stability that matches the stability of FEI’s natural gas customer 
rates, and can provide propane commodity rate relief to Revelstoke customers.”  
 
2.16 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the proposed rate setting 

mechanism involves a cross-subsidy from other FEI non-bypass natural 
gas customers to FEI Revelstoke propane customers. 

2.17 Does FEI say “can” rather than “would” provide propane commodity rate 
relief to Revelstoke customers because of the possibility that propane 
costs could fall below natural gas costs at some point in the future?  

2.17.1 If so, would FEI agree that there is no reasonable likelihood of 
propane costs falling below and staying below natural gas costs in 
the foreseeable future? 

2.17.2 If not, please explain. Does FEI’s proposal involve any realistic 
risk to Revelstoke propane customers? 

“By capturing the small quantities of propane purchased for Revelstoke’s 
requirements within the MCRA, alongside FEI’s midstream natural gas supply 
resource costs, the cost fluctuations associated with the market price of propane 
will be neutralized. This results from combining a relatively small quantity of 
propane portfolio costs that is historically and typically more volatile, with a 
significantly more substantial quantity of natural gas midstream costs that is 
historically more stable than propane costs.” [underline added] 
 
2.18 Would adjusting the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate annually 

instead of quarterly achieve reduced volatility? 

“Under the amalgamated cost portfolio, FEI proposes to set the same gas cost 
recovery rates for both FEI’s natural gas customers and Revelstoke’s propane 
customers.2 2Under FEI’s proposal, the cost of propane per GJ rate shown on the 
bill of FEI’s Revelstoke customers will be equal to the sum of Cost of Gas per GJ 
and Storage and Transport cost per GJ that are shown on the bill of FEI’s 
Mainland and Vancouver Island natural gas customers.” 
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2.19 Would FEI agree that cross-subsidizing propane costs for Revelstoke 
customers gives the wrong price signal and is contrary to the BC energy 
objective to reduce GHG emissions from the Province?  

“Propane customers will continue to pay higher carbon tax rates than natural gas 
customers, in alignment with BC’s energy objectives.”  
 
2.20 Please elaborate on the legal basis for Revelstoke propane customers 

continuing to pay higher carbon tax rates than natural gas customers 
despite paying a gas cost recovery rate based on the total cost of natural 
gas and propane. Has FEI confirmed with provincial authorities that if the 
proposal is allowed the carbon tax for Revelstoke and other FEI 
customers (excluding Fort Nelson) would not be based on the GHG-
emissions intensity of the combined natural gas and propane portfolio on 
which the gas cost recovery rate is based? 

3.0 Topic: Cross-subsidization 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, p.3 

FEI states that the Application is a solution to the effect of the propane 
commodity price and volatility on FEI’s customers in Revelstoke and benefits 
FEI’s Revelstoke propane customers. 
 
3.1 In FEI’s view, is cross-subsidization the only solution to high and volatile 

Revelstoke propane commodity prices? 

4.0 Topic: Propane cost recovery rate volatility 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, p.5; Guidelines for Setting Gas Cost 
Recovery Rates (https://www.bcuc.com/resources/guidelines.html) 

In section 2.1 of the Application, FEI focuses on the proposal’s impact on 
Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate stability and not the proposed Revelstoke 
propane commodity price cuts of 45% to 56% paid for by natural gas customers 
(except Fort Nelson).  
 
4.1 Does FEI agree that the relative volatility of the cost recovery rate for 

propane compared to natural gas is a different problem and amenable to 
different solutions than the relative size of the cost recovery rate for 
propane compared to natural gas? 

4.2 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the setting of gas cost recovery 
rates is conducted under the Guidelines for Setting Gas Cost Recovery 
Rates established by Commission Letter L-05-01 and revised by Letter L-
40-11 on FEI’s recommendation. 

4.3 Do the Guidelines for Setting Gas Cost Recovery Rates apply directly to 
the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate, or is it the statement in the 
Guidelines that they “also generally apply for other natural gas and 
propane utilities” that causes the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate 
to be dealt with in accordance with the Guidelines? 

https://www.bcuc.com/resources/guidelines.html
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4.4 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that a key provision of the 
Guidelines is that the FEI Commodity Cost Reconciliation Account 
(CCRA) rate change trigger mechanism will be the ± 5 percent trigger 
ratio plus a minimum rate change threshold of ± $0.50/GJ. [Letter L-40-
11] 

4.5 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that FEI reports quarterly to the 
Commission on the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate, future 
propane prices, and the projected balance in the Revelstoke Propane 
Cost Deferral Account, along with FEI’s recommendation whether to 
change the rate and if so by how much. 

4.6 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the Guidelines themselves do 
not mandate strict adherence to the rate change trigger mechanism but 
“should be applied in a flexible manner, considering the full circumstances 
prevailing at the time when a quarterly report is under review.”  

4.7 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that in determining whether to 
recommend an increase, decrease, or no change in the Revelstoke 
propane cost recovery rate FEI routinely applies the parameters of the 
Guidelines rate change trigger mechanism (± 5 percent trigger ratio plus a 
minimum rate change threshold of ± $0.50/GJ). 

4.8 Has FEI ever chosen not to recommend a change in the Revelstoke 
propane cost recovery rate when the Guidelines parameters for the rate 
change trigger mechanism have been met? If so, please provide the 
details. If not, why not? 

4.9 Would FEI agree that, in retrospect, applying broader parameters for the 
rate change trigger mechanism for the Revelstoke propane cost recovery 
rate would have resulted in fewer and smaller rate changes during 2006 
to 2018? Would this also be the case going forward? 

4.10 Is FEI concerned that less-frequent changes to the Revelstoke propane 
cost recovery rate could increase the positive or negative balance in the 
Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral Account? 

4.11 What guidelines or approach does FEI take regarding the maximum 
acceptable positive or negative balance in the Revelstoke Propane Cost 
Deferral Account?  

4.12 Are the Guidelines parameters for the gas rate change trigger mechanism 
calibrated in relation to the size of a positive or negative balance of the 
natural gas component of the CCRA? 

4.13 Would it be feasible for FEI to identify broader parameters for the rate 
change trigger mechanism for the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate 
that take into account the size of the positive or negative balance in the 
Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral Account? Would this achieve reduced 
volatility without cross-subsidization? 
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4.14 With reference to pdf p.112 of the Annual Review for 2019 Delivery Rates 
application, please confirm that the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral 
Account is a Forecasting Variance Account, not a Rate Smoothing 
Account.  

4.15 Order G-72-90 indicates that the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral 
Account will “allow customers to have a measure of rate stability during a 
period of fluctuating propane prices.” Does that remain one of the 
purposes of the RPCDA?  

4.16 Order G-94-97 approved a 5-year amortization of the Revelstoke Propane 
Cost Deferral Account. What is the current amortization period of the 
RPCDA?  

4.17 Would FEI agree that volatility in the Revelstoke propane cost recovery 
rate could be reduced by operating the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral 
Account on a rate-smoothing basis (acknowledging that this would not 
reduce the average size of the Revelstoke propane cost recovery 
charge)?  

4.18 Did FEI consider operating the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral 
Account on a rate-smoothing basis as a potential alternative to Option 1 
and Option 2? Was rate smoothing rejected because it does not reduce 
the average size of the Revelstoke propane cost recovery charge? 

4.19 If the Commission did not approve a cross-subsidy to reduce the 
Revelstoke propane cost recovery charge, would FEI support operating 
the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral Account on a rate-smoothing basis 
to reduce volatility? 

5.0 Topic: Residential Bill Comparison 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, Figure 2-2 

Figure 2-2 shows “Comparison of Total Annual Residential Bill – Revelstoke 
Propane and FEI Natural Gas Customer (Average Annual Consumption of 50 
GJs per Year)” 
 
5.1 Please confirm that Figure 2-2 indicates annual changes to the 

Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate while the rate is reviewed and may 
or may not be adjusted on a quarterly basis.  

5.2 Please provide a graph and table showing the Revelstoke propane cost 
recovery rate on a quarterly basis from 2006 to current. 

5.3 While the market price of propane varies seasonally, does the Revelstoke 
propane cost recovery rate vary seasonally? 

5.4 Is the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate the same ($/GJ) for 
residential, small commercial and large commercial rate schedules? 

In footnote 4 on page 4, FEI states the following regarding Figure 2-2:  
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“A typical residential natural gas customer in the FEI Mainland and 
Vancouver Island service area uses on average 90 GJs and a typical 
residential propane customer in Revelstoke uses on average 50 GJs. The 
annual average use rate of 50 GJs is used for both FEI and Revelstoke 
for the purpose of comparison.” 
 

5.5 Please provide a version of Figure 2-2 showing a comparison of Total 
Residential Bill for Revelstoke Propane Customers and FEI Natural Gas 
Customers based on their average annual consumption of 50 GJs and 90 
GJs respectively. 

5.6 Considering the revised version of Figure 2-2 requested in the previous 
information request, would FEI agree that taking average consumption 
into account, over the 2006 to 2018 period, in some years the average 
residential bill for Revelstoke customers is higher than that of FEI’s 
natural gas customers, and in some years the reverse is true?   

5.7 Why is the average annual residential consumption of FEI Revelstoke 
propane customers (at 50 GJs) so much lower than that of FEI Natural 
Gas Customers (at 90 GJs)? Is it because the propane cost recovery rate 
is higher and more volatile than the natural gas cost recovery rate? 

6.0 Topic: BC energy objectives 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, p.5 

FEI argues that by “stabilizing” Revelstoke propane rates the proposal would 
encourage economic development and carbon-reducing fuel switching in the 
Revelstoke area. 
 
6.1 Please provide any evidence that FEI would rely on to show that cross-

subsidization of propane costs for FEI’s Revelstoke customers would be a 
cost-effective way to reduce provincial GHG emissions.  

6.2 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the Application does not contain 
any plan of action by which users of heating oil would be converted to 
propane in Revelstoke. 

6.3 Does FEI agree that cross-subsidizing propane costs in Revelstoke would 
undermine the competitiveness of lower-carbon heating energy sources 
such as the district energy system operated by Revelstoke Community 
Energy Corporation?  

6.4 Does FEI agree that cutting the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate by 
roughly half (45% to 56%) would be expected to cause increased propane 
consumption and GHG emissions, contrary to the BC energy objective to 
reduce GHG emissions from the province? Please provide a quantitative 
estimate using FEI’s current price elasticity of consumption estimates. 

6.5 Would FEI agree that in theory cross-subsidization from customers in one 
area to customers in another area creates no net boost in economic 
development across the combined areas? Please provide any evidence 
FEI has that cross-subsidization of the Revelstoke propane rates by 
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natural gas customers would produce net positive economic development 
in the combined areas. 

7.0 Topic: Two options identified 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, p.8 

“FEI considered two options for calculating the propane gas cost recovery rates 
for Revelstoke customers: 1) equal gas cost recovery and 2) a five-year rolling 
average of the price difference between propane and natural gas.” 
 
7.1 Please provide a table showing the amount of the proposed annual cross-

subsidy from FEI natural gas customers to Revelstoke propane 
customers under each of the two options that FEI examined. Please show 
RS 1, 2, 3 and total. Please show the results for the business as usual 
load forecast, the forecast with conversion of oil or other fuel types to 
propane by residences within 30 meters of an existing main, and a 
forecast in which commercial propane usage doubles. 

7.2 Did FEI consider using a rate rider on natural gas customer bills and a 
credit on Revelstoke propane customer bills as a mechanism to 
transparently express the cross-subsidy? 

8.0 Topic: Option 2 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, 3.2.2 Option 2 – Five-Year Rolling Price 
Difference between Propane and Natural Gas; Figure 3-1: Comparison of 
Propane to Natural Gas Price Ratio [[ 
Table 3-3, lines 1 and 2 

“FEI notes that this rate setting mechanism [Option 2] does not provide rate relief 
to Revelstoke customers as, over the long term, the negative and positive 
variances between the current price difference of propane versus natural gas and 
the price difference set by the five-year rolling average indexed multiplier will tend 
to counterbalance each other.” [underline added, footnote omitted] 
 
8.1 With reference to Table 3-3, please confirm, or otherwise explain, that 

Option 2 involves an initial cross-subsidy of $1.994 million because the 
current five-year rolling average of the difference between propane and 
natural gas costs is substantially lower than the current difference 
between propane and natural gas costs. 

8.2 Given the evident variability in the ratio of propane prices to natural gas 
prices, what is the rationale for using that ratio (with or without a five-year 
average) to stabilize the propane cost recovery rate? 

8.3 Would FEI agree that it would be more transparent and consistent with 
cost causation to stabilize the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate by 
simply smoothing the rate rather than tying the rate to the price of a 
different commodity (natural gas)? 

9.0 Topic: Rationale 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, p.14 
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“Fully amalgamating the propane and natural gas portfolio costs on an equal 
basis (as proposed in Option 1) ensures that FEI customers in Revelstoke do not 
experience differing cost of energy recovery rates due to their location within 
FEI’s service territory. This supports equality of investment and job creation 
across the province.” 
 
9.1 Would FEI agree that Revelstoke propane customers experience differing 

cost of energy recovery rates from those applicable to FEI’s non-bypass 
natural gas customers due to the cost causation principle? 

9.2 Is it FEI’s view that “equality of investment and job creation across the 
province” requires natural gas distribution customers to subsidize energy 
delivery in all areas of the province not served by the natural gas pipeline 
distribution system?  

9.2.1 If so, how much would this cost?  

9.2.2 If not, why in FEI’s view is Revelstoke different than other areas 
where connection with the natural gas pipeline distribution system 
is not economic?  

9.3 Does FEI have in mind any other areas of the Province where it would 
propose that energy costs be subsidized by FEI’s natural gas distribution 
customers?  

9.4 Does FEI have any intention to propose piped propane distribution 
systems in other locations in BC? 

“With the exception of Revelstoke and Fort Nelson, FEI’s customers already pay 
the same cost of energy recovery rates no matter where they are located within 
the service area.” 
 
9.5 Is it FEI’s intention to propose amalgamated cost of energy recovery rates 

for FEI Fort Nelson customers? If so, please provide details. If not, what 
distinguishes Fort Nelson and Revelstoke in this respect? 

“FEI’s Revelstoke propane customers are different from FEI’s natural gas 
customers because they use a different fuel type. However, geographical location 
itself is the key cause for this difference in fuel type. As such, applying equal cost 
of energy recovery rates to FEI’s Revelstoke propane customers represents an 
improvement to the current situation in line with the accepted principle of 
common rates across geographical locations within FEI’s service territory.” 
 
9.6 Would FEI agree that the key cause for the difference in fuel type 

between Revelstoke and the natural gas distribution system is that it is 
not economic to extend the natural gas distribution system to Revelstoke? 

9.7 Is FEI asserting that a postage stamp rates principle applies to the 
propane and natural gas commodity costs for the FEI propane distribution 
system in Revelstoke and the FEI natural gas distribution system 
respectively? If so, please provide regulatory or policy support for this 
proposition. 
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“Further, neither of the options preclude future review of potential options to 
upgrade the Revelstoke propane system to natural gas, which may include 
consideration of alternatives such as a natural gas pipeline, liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) supply, or compressed natural gas (CNG) supply in consideration of both 
the economic and non-financial benefits at the time.” 
 
9.8 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that as of 2016 the estimated costs 

of potential options to upgrade the Revelstoke propane system to natural 
gas by natural gas pipeline extension, LNG virtual pipeline and CNG 
virtual pipeline were approximately $85-million, $25-million and $54-
million, respectively.  

9.9 Does FEI have any current plans to review options to provide natural gas 
service in Revelstoke? 

10.0 Topic: Forecast load growth 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, Section 4, Forecast Load Growth and 
Impacts on the Revelstoke Distribution System 

10.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that FEI’s analysis of the load 
growth implications of the proposed substantial reduction in Revelstoke 
propane commodity prices addresses only increased load due to 
conversions from existing other fuel types to piped propane does not 
address increased load due to new piped propane customers (not 
conversions) and increased consumption by existing piped propane 
customers? 

10.2 Is it FEI’s view that reducing the propane commodity price for Revelstoke 
to the level of the natural gas commodity price would have no positive 
impact on piped propane consumption other than conversions? 

10.3 What is FEI’s business-as-usual load forecast for the Revelstoke propane 
distribution system? 

10.4 Would FEI agree that the district energy system operated by the 
Revelstoke Community Energy Corporation has substantially lower GHG 
emissions than equivalent heating by piped propane? 

11.0 Topic: Bill impacts to Revelstoke customers 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, Section 5, Total Bill Impacts to FEI and 
Revelstoke Customers 

11.1 Please provide a table showing the revenue/cost of service ratio for FEI 
Revelstoke customers compared to FEI Mainland and Vancouver Island 
Service Area customers, before and after the proposed Option 1 and 
Option 2. 

11.2 Please extend Table 5-1 by adding a column for Total Annual Bill Impact 
and rows for Total Revelstoke Customers (Propane) and Total FEI 
Mainland and Vancouver Island (Natural Gas).  
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11.2.1 If the reductions in Total Annual Bill Impact for Revelstoke 
Customers by rate schedule and total do not match the increases 
in Total Annual Bill Impact for Mainland and Vancouver Island, 
please explain why. 

11.3 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that under FEI’s proposal a 
Revelstoke customer’s bill would provide no indication that the propane 
commodity cost is subsidized by other FEI non-bypass customers. 

11.4 What is FEI’s forecast of the total annual cost of the proposed cross-
subsidy over next ten years under Option 1, and Option 2? 

11.5 Please provide a graph and a table showing the difference between the 
Revelstoke propane cost recovery price and the natural gas cost recovery 
price in $/GJ and the size of the cross-subsidy in $/year between 
Mainland and Vancouver Island customers and Revelstoke customers 
under proposed Option 1.  

12.0 Topic: Capital upgrades 
Reference: Exhibit B-1, 4.2 Required Distribution System Upgrades 

FEI describes Revelstoke system upgrades required to support the growth within 
the 20-year forecast horizon under the Upper Bound scenario. FEI says: 
 

“The capital upgrades will have to be implemented immediately in the first 
year after the proposed amalgamation of propane and natural gas costs 
begins as the Upper Bound scenario assumes all additional conversions 
occur in the first year after the proposed amalgamation becomes 
effective. The total capital cost for the upgrade is estimated to be $2.798 
million in 2019 dollars.” [pp.17-18] 
 

12.1 Are the capital upgrades necessary exclusively because of the proposed 
commodity rate amalgamation? If the Application is denied, could the 
capital upgrades be deferred and/or scaled back? If so, what would be the 
financial savings?  

13.0 Topic: Regulatory context 
Reference: Order C-11-90; Order G-72-90; Letter No. L-42-97; Exhibit A2-2, 
June 1, 2012, FEU Response to BCUC 7.2.4 in Common Rates, 
Amalgamation and Rate Design Application; FEI 2016 Rate Design 
Application; Order G-94-97; Application, Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A5, “Clean 
Growth Pathway to 2050”  

The Commission’s August 16, 1990 Order C-11-90, Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity to BC Gas Inc. to construct a propane gas 
distribution system to supply the City of Revelstoke and the surrounding areas 
recites in part:  
 

“WHEREAS BC Gas has been awarded financial contributions from the 
Provincial Government related to this Project...” [underline added] 
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The Commission’s October 4, 1990 Order G-72-90, approving gas tariff rate 
schedules and an accounting Deferral Account for the supply of piped propane 
vapour in Revelstoke recites in part: 
 

“WHEREAS the use of a deferral account will allow customers to have a 
measure of rate stability during a period of fluctuating propane prices...” 
[underline added] 

 
The Commission’s September 5, 1996 Order G-89-96, regarding a Revelstoke 
rates application and “Complaints into Increased Propane Rates at Revelstoke, 
B.C.,” gave interim approval of the rates in question and initiated an inquiry into 
BC Gas’s contracting for propane supply and into how propane supply costs are 
recovered in rates.  
 
While not specific to FEI’s Revelstoke piped propane system, the Commission’s 
September 5, 1996 Utility System Extension Guidelines, Order G-80-96, endorse 
a general principle that the costs of system extensions be allocated to those 
customers who cause them, and express disapproval of cross-subsidization 
between customers. The Commission states:  
 

“1. The Commission recommends that evaluation of system extensions 
be based on a discounted cash flow evaluation method that includes, to 
the extent feasible, all incremental costs and benefits associated with a 
particular system extension over a time period long enough to consider 
the full impact of the extension. The Commission also recommends that, 
as a general principle, the costs of system extensions be allocated to 
those customers who cause them. [p.31, underline added.] 
 
“The Commission concludes that aggregation of proposed system 
extensions could lead to instances of cross-subsidization between 
customers. Therefore, the Commission recommends that Utilities analyze 
system extensions on a disaggregated basis. However, as noted above, 
there may be situations, typically involving routine, short extensions, 
where the benefits of aggregation exceed the costs and, therefore, the 
Commission will consider utility proposals for dealing with this issue. The 
Commission recommends that these proposals be based on the 
incremental cost of extending the system and adding new customers.” 
[p.16, underline added] 
 

The Commission’s August 7, 1997 Letter No. L-42-97 to Mayor G.S. Battersby, 
The City of Revelstoke, states that BC Gas’s proposal to recover from 
Revelstoke customers the balance in the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral 
Account is consistent with the regulatory principle of commodity cost recovery 
from applicable customers. The Commission states in part: 

 
“...In the absence of other workable options to recover the propane cost 
deferral account, the Commission considers the proposal of BC Gas to 
recover the Propane Cost Deferral Account in Revelstoke's customer 
rates is consistent with the regulatory principle of commodity cost 
recovery from applicable customers. The alternatives available to BC Gas 
and its customers may be limited to the length of the recovery period.” 
[underline added]  
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The Commission’s August 27, 1997 Order G-94-97 approved an application by 
BC Gas to increase propane rates to the Revelstoke grid customers, and 
approved a 5-year amortization of the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral 
Account, noting that this was preferred over a 3-year amortization period by the 
City of Revelstoke. The Commission also cited “the principle of non-cross 
subsidies” in denying BC Gas’s request to transfer a $104,010 credit from the 
Gas Cost Reconciliation Account into the Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral 
Account:  
 

“1. Consistent with the principle of non-cross subsidies embodied in the 
Commission’s October 10, 1996 Decision and Order No. G-100-96, the 
Commission denies BC Gas’s request to transfer a $104,010 credit from 
the Gas Cost Reconciliation Account into the Revelstoke Propane Cost 
Deferral Account.” [underline added] 
 

The Commission’s reference to an “October 10, 1996 Decision and Order No. G-
100-96” is unclear, as such a document is not disclosed in a search of the 
Commission’s website. However, it is noted that the subject line in the 
Commission’s August 7, 1997 Letter No. L-42-97 to the Mayor of Revelstoke, 
quote from above, does state: “Re: BC Gas Utility Ltd., BCUC Order No. G-100-
96 Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral Account.” [underline added] 

References to a Revelstoke Propane Cost Deferral Account appear in 
Commission orders between November 3, 1994 (Order G-79-94) and September 
12, 2019 (Letter L-45-19).  
 
In 2011 and 2012, the FortisBC Energy Utilities applied to the Commission for 
approval of common rates and amalgamation regarding the Vancouver Island, 
Whistler, and Lower Mainland, Inland and Columbia service areas. FEU did not 
propose any change to the Revelstoke propane cost recovery rate being 
independent of the gas cost recovery rate applicable to the FEU’s natural gas 
customers. 
 
In 2016, FEI filed a Rate Design Application with the Commission. The 
application did not mention a problem with the design of the rates for Revelstoke 
piped propane customers, or propose cross-subsidization of the Revelstoke 
propane commodity cost.  

In 2019, FortisBC filed an Application for Approval of a Multi-Year Rate Plan for 
the years 2020 through 2024. The application included a “Clean Growth Pathway 
to 2050” document which outlines numerous initiatives by which FortisBC will 
“help British Columbia move to a low-carbon, renewable energy future.” There is 
no mention in the document of the Revelstoke propane commodity cost or of the 
idea that cross-subsidizing the Revelstoke propane commodity cost would 
contribute to the BC energy objectives. 

13.1 Would FEI agree that it has been known since the Revelstoke piped 
propane system was initially constructed with funding from the BC 
Government that extension of the natural gas system to Revelstoke was 
not economic, and that propane commodity prices are higher and more 
volatile than natural gas commodity prices? 
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13.2 Would FEI agree that in the past the Commission has denied requests for 
reduced propane cost recovery rates for Revelstoke customers because 
this would involve cross-subsidization? 

13.3 Please explain why FEI did not address the Revelstoke propane cost 
recovery rate in its 2016 Rate Design Application.  

13.4 Please explain why FortisBC’s “Clean Growth Pathway to 2050” does not 
mention FEI’s argument that cross-subsidization of the Revelstoke 
propane commodity cost would promote BC energy objectives. 




